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Testimony of Gregory N. Dudkin 

President, PPL Electric Utilities  

Pennsylvania House Consumer Affairs Committee 

March 23, 2021 
 

Good morning Chairman Marshall, Chairman Matzie, and members of the Committee. Thank you for 

providing me the opportunity to submit testimony on the state of the retail electricity market in 

Pennsylvania. 

I'm PPL Electric Utilities (PPL) President Greg Dudkin. Our company serves 1.4 million customers across 

29 counties in central and eastern Pennsylvania. We do not generate electricity. We are responsible for 

delivering electricity and maintaining the delivery network, such as the poles, wires and transformers to 

provide our customers with safe, reliable and affordable power.  

PPL has supported and promoted shopping since Pennsylvania first began electric deregulation. As 

advocates for our customers, we strongly believe in the primary goal of deregulation – to reduce 

electricity costs for customers. We regularly encourage customers to shop for the best rates and review 

supplier offers online at PA Power Switch. Since our rate caps expired in late 2009, we have seen 

customers from all customer classes shop for an electric generation supplier. 

We closely monitor shopping trends across our customer classes. We find that our large commercial and 

industrial class are benefiting from shopping, as they can hire energy managers and other experts to 

research rates, enter into contracts and manage those contracts. However, we are not seeing the same 

level of success among our residential and small business customers. In fact, I am increasingly concerned 

that, rather than lowering electricity prices, the current retail market structure is resulting in higher 

prices and, unintentionally, creating significant negative consequences. My testimony moving forward 

will center specifically on our observations and recommended solutions to make shopping more 

successful for our residential and small business customers.  

As a billing entity, PPL, like other regulated utilities, has some visibility into the rates that shopping 

customers are paying and the customer-supplier relationship. Based on our observations and research, 

we have identified three major issues that I want to bring to your attention:  

1. A majority of residential and small business shopping customers are paying higher rates than 

PPL’s price-to-compare. 

2. Deceptive marketing practices are being used to acquire customers.  

3. Customers are developing distrust in the retail market and having a poor customer experience 

as a result.  

Shopping customers are paying higher rates than PPL's price-to-compare  

For the past two years, we have done monthly tracking of the rates our shopping customers pay, and 

those numbers are alarming. Data compiled from the month ending February 2021 indicates most of our 

shopping customers are not saving money. In fact, about 64% of suppliers are charging more than half of 

residential customers a rate that is higher than the price-to-compare. And about 79% of suppliers are 

charging more than half of their business customers a rate that is higher than the price-to-compare (see 

Appendix A).  
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What this means is that the shopping customers that are saving money are being outweighed by the 

customers who pay more than the price-to-compare. In fact, in 2020, relative to the price-to-compare, 

our residential customers paid about $94.9 million more and business customers paid about $34.4 

million more. This amounts to our customers paying over $129.3 million more than the price-to-

compare.  

Here is the breakdown of how this impacts our shopping customers: 

• 55% of residential customers are paying a supply rate higher than the price-to-compare. 

• 57% of small business customers are paying a supply rate higher than the price-to-compare. 

• 26,179 residential customers are paying 100% more than the price-to-compare. 

• 5,896 small business customers are paying 100% more than the price-to-compare. 

 

We have also been closely watching customer balances, especially during the pandemic. We found that 

for customers with past due balances, 22% are paying more than the price-to-compare.  

 

The trends we are seeing within our customer base mirror trends throughout Pennsylvania. The Wall 

Street Journal recently reported that in 2019 residential customers in Pennsylvania who opted to go 

with retail providers paid $383 million more for their electricity than they would have paid had they 

stuck with their traditional utilities (see Appendix B).  

 

Deceptive marking practices are being used to acquire customers  

Many of our customers have fallen victim to deceptive marketing practices. Not only are some suppliers 

preying on our most vulnerable customer populations with tactics such as short-term introductory 

teaser rates, but there is a lack of transparency that makes it difficult for customers to make informed 

decisions. For example, it is often unclear to customers what the contract length might be and if there is 

an early cancellation fee. Our customers have told us that suppliers rarely discuss term periods and rates 

in detail. In addition, most customers sign up under pressure and may not grasp the longer-term 

consequences of introductory or variable rates. Customers often ask us where they can find their 

agreement, rates, and termination dates. PPL does not have this information, so we must refer 

customers to their supplier, who may not be motivated to educate them on their rates or share how 

their rates compare to the price-to-compare. 

Since 2019, we have been tracking customer reports of supplier-specific scams. It is worth noting that 
supplier scams are underreported because customers do not realize they were scammed, may be 
embarrassed to report or choose not to report. Also, we often hear of this type of scam activity when 
they are calling about a high bill - not through a formal scam report. That said, since 2019, 4,752 
supplier-specific scams have been reported.  

Here is a sample of the most prominent deceptive marketing practices our customers have experienced 

and reported to us: 

1. Use of the name "PPL Electric" or "PPL" and branding in customer solicitations to make 

customers believe that the offer is endorsed by or even coming from our company. While the 

offer is for our customers, the communication is intentionally vague and designed to mislead 
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customers into believing it is a PPL offer. In some cases, “PPL” has even been included in the 

letterhead and used in caller ID spoofing efforts.  

 

2. Reference "PPL bill" when calling customers and avoid clearly identifying that the call is on 

behalf of a supplier. Our customers are receiving general phone calls stating "I'm calling about 

your PPL bill. There is a new and better rate." This often misleads customers into believing PPL, 

not a supplier, is calling them to change their rate. 

 

3. Offer gift cards and prize giveaways in a deceptive way to attract customers. Suppliers are 

advertising incentives such as gift cards and prize giveaways to customers to off-set supplier 

costs. The gift cards and prize giveaways are marketed as lump sum payments when in actuality 

the customers will receive no such payment. For example, one supplier advertised that 

customers were eligible for $300 in gift card rewards. Upon further investigation, it was revealed 

that the supplier was providing a discount rather than a true gift card (ex: $25 off a $100 Macys 

gift card). We believe those using these tactics may be targeting older customers or customers 

with fixed incomes. 

Another particularly alarming practice is when customers are lured into signing up for variable rates, or 

rates that can change by the hour, day or month. The issue with baiting customers into variable rates 

was highlighted during the 2014 polar vortex in Pennsylvania. During that time, customers who signed 

up with suppliers with a variable rate saw price spikes with the extremely cold weather.  

The recent scenario in Texas is an eerie reminder of what occurred to us in Pennsylvania. Texans saw 

their variable rate soar and are now saddled with thousands of dollars in utility bill balances. It is 

important to note that about 60% of Texas electric customers must choose a supplier; they don’t have 

the option of a default service from their electrical distribution company. Suppliers also handle billing 

and customer service.  

During the 2014 vortex, the Pennsylvania legislature held a number of hearings and examined many 

different proposals to address this similar, unacceptable price spike during extreme market conditions, 

including placing a cap on or even prohibiting the charging of variable rates. In the end, the decision was 

made that electric utilities needed to change their system so customers could switch suppliers within 

three days. Electric utilities implemented that change shortly thereafter. Seven years later, however, the 

same underlying issues remain - shopping customers continue to pay more and ultimately are not 

protected from future polar vortex events that could send their rates soaring.  

Customers are developing distrust in the retail electricity market and experiencing poor customer 

service as a result.  

Our experience has shown that customers who shop not only tend to pay more than the price-to-

compare, but they are understandably more dissatisfied customers. Between deceptive marketing 

practices, nuisance telemarketing calls and high bills, customers are losing trust in the overall retail 

electricity market. 

To adequately respond to customer needs and maintain a positive customer experience, we conduct 

customer satisfaction surveys on a quarterly basis. Results from our most recent survey showed that 
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shopping customers were significantly less happy with their monthly cost of service than non-shopping 

customers (61% vs 71%).   

We also receive many shopping complaints. Over the past five years, nearly 25% of all informal 
complaints filed with the PUC by our customers were related to shopping. Similarly, our customer 
service team in 2020 received 841 high bill calls where the customers were billed higher than the price-
to-compare in the prior 14 days. 

As a result of the dissatisfaction with the retail market, there have been a significant number of 

customers returning to default service each year (see Appendix C).  

Lastly, we have many comments from our quarterly customer satisfaction survey that illustrate the 

customer dissatisfaction with supplier interactions and shopping. 

Here is a sample of some of recent comments we received: 

• “I just moved here from out of state…A little confusing on "the choice part" I'll have to be 
making and I don't like the scam calls I'm getting (not through you) but I'm guessing the other 
contenders for electricity." 

•  “You should not force your clients to (a) marketplace (to) purchase power. You should provide it 

at the lowest rate of all." 

• “I never have issues and the service is great, but sometimes I get calls several times a day from a 
number that says it is PP&L, but no messages are ever left.”  

• “You could do more to assist with the dealings of the other providers. Some of them like 
[supplier] will promise anything but never deliver or fall flat on expectations.” 
 

What we are doing to educate customers 

We care about our customers and want them to get the lowest price possible for the electricity they 

choose. We have several proactive initiatives to educate customers on shopping and warn against 

questionable marketing practices.  

 

Based on customer feedback, we are redesigning our bill to make it easier to understand and include 

specific information about the supplier they choose. Or more specifically, the information about their 

supplier that is currently available to us. We regularly remind customers to check their current contract 

for early termination fees and rate increases they may incur if they select a supplier with a variable rate. 

Just last year, we did two blogs, three articles in customer newsletter, two news releases, three 

customer emails and 75 social posts (see Appendix D).  

 

Also, as part of our ongoing initiative to improve the customer experience, we undertook a website 

redesign project, which includes a dedicate webpage on shopping with simplified information make it 

easier to understand. We added a "Shopping 101" video to show how shopping works, added resources 

on fraud and deceptive marketing and made quick links to supplier shopping, standard offer, price-to-

compare and time-of-use plans.   

 

While we continue to do everything we can to ensure our customers are making informed decisions 

about their electric rates, we do believe there is a need for greater transparency, accountability and 

clarity for customers around rates and contract terms.  
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I also want to take a moment to recognize the PUC for several recent actions taken in this area. In late 

2020, the PUC ruled in PPL’s default service plan filing that customers enrolled in customer assistance 

programs (CAP) must remain on default service at our price-to-compare rate. In our filing, we informed 

the PUC that well over 60% of our CAP customers that shopped paid rates above the price-to-

compare, using up the credits they received through the CAP program at a much faster rate. The PUC 

also issued amendments to the CAP policy statement on CAP shopping in March 2020. In August 2020 

new disclosure regulations went into effect requiring suppliers to provide more concise information to 

customers on the price and terms of the rates they are paying. Finally, the PUC has committed to 

looking at updates to the current Chapter 111 regulations around supplier marketing and sales practices.   

 

What can the legislature do?  

While these actions by the PUC are steps in the right direction, we believe that much more needs to be 

done to strengthen the current laws around shopping to provide greater protection to Pennsylvania’s 

electric customers. Therefore, I ask that this committee consider the following as a starting point:   

 

1. Reject proposals such as House Bill 548 on supplier-consolidated billing, which would allow 

suppliers to take over the customer utility bill. Under current law, suppliers can send customers 

a separate bill for the generation rate they charge. However, most suppliers use our billing 

because they do not have the personnel and other resources necessary to provide and manage 

supplier-consolidated billing. We believe House Bill 548 must be rejected for the following 

reasons: 

 

o Allowing competitive suppliers to provide billing for all electric and gas services will 

make them responsible for important, heavily regulated customer service functions, 

including collections, service terminations, payment arrangements and low-income 

programs. Suppliers are not heavily regulated. If billing switched to suppliers, the 

programs would no longer be regulated with the same rigor. These services are more 

appropriately provided by public utilities.  

o Because many suppliers are not equipped to handle billing, House Bill 548 favors large 

suppliers and will decrease competition.  

o Consolidating billing by suppliers creates customer confusion about who to contact 

when they have a service issue and increases duplication of services.  

o Deceptive marketing continues to be an issue among suppliers, and suppliers are 

benefiting greatly from customer confusion. Allowing suppliers to have full control over 

the bill puts customers at a further disadvantage and completely handicaps electric 

companies from protecting customers. 

 

2. Request that suppliers provide detailed information about agreements to electric companies 

and the PUC so electric companies can augment supplier notifications. We currently have 

access to “bill-ready” information that provides the final amount the customer is being charged, 

but no specific agreement details. Due to this limited information, we are unable to answer 

customer questions about rate increases or provide supplemental customer notifications before 
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rates increase. “Rate-ready” information, combined with promotion end dates and termination 

dates, will provide us the necessary information needed to supplement supplier notifications 

and help customers pay more attention to their agreements so they can take appropriate 

action.  

 

3. Develop tighter restrictions around introductory/promotional/teaser rates and variable rates. 

Suppliers have a right to market their goods; however, they should not be allowed to market in 

a way that is intentionally deceptive. When the legislature last examined this issue in the 

aftermath of the 2014 polar vortex, then committee Chairman Bob Godshall introduced 

legislation – House Bill 2104 – to place reasonable limits on these types of rates.  I encourage 

this committee to take a second look at that proposal.  The bill included a prohibition on 

introductory or teaser rates of less than 60 days as well as capped variable rates at 30% of the 

kilowatt hour rate charged during the preceding billing cycle.  

 

4. Require greater accountability by suppliers. At the end of the day, even if the changes above 

are instituted, suppliers must also be held more accountable through additional reporting to the 

PUC on several relevant items such as: 

o Numbers and types of customer inquiries on a quarterly basis. 

o Maintaining recordings of calls between customers and employees and third-party 

agents for a period of no less than one year and furnish those recordings upon PUC 

request for the purposes of investigating deceptive marketing practices. 

 

Suppliers should also be required by law to respond to customer inquiries related to contract 

provisions and rates charged within 48 hours of the customer’s initial outreach.  

 

In closing, I would strongly reiterate that PPL supports the electric retail market but believes a thorough 

review by the Pennsylvania General Assembly is long overdue to ensure customers do not lose trust in 

the electric retail market and so customers can realize its intended benefits. 

 

Thank you again for your time today. I would be happy to answer any questions.  
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Appendix A  

Table 1: List of residential suppliers and percent of customers they have paying higher than the price-to-compare 
(PTC) as of February 2021.  

 

 

 

Billed Customers Higher Than PTC
Percent of Customers 

Paying Higher than PTC

223 223 100%

379 379 100%

696 696 100%

22 22 100%

599 599 100%

515 515 100%

9 9 100%

4,773 4,773 100%

21 21 100%

5 5 100%

34 34 100%

46 46 100%

480 480 100%

4,187 4,184 100%

1,071 1,070 100%

917 915 100%

11,215 11,142 99%

256 254 99%

220 218 99%

91 90 99%

7,072 6,893 97%

2,145 2,084 97%

3,975 3,847 97%

520 500 96%

33,441 31,928 95%

989 939 95%

3,488 3,311 95%

200 188 94%

927 860 93%

6,549 6,037 92%

623 572 92%

1,012 923 91%

1,883 1,709 91%

168 152 90%

183 163 89%

538 475 88%

1,641 1,448 88%

110 97 88%

11,321 9,855 87%

3,579 2,951 82%

442 353 80%

2,422 1,921 79%

9,841 7,644 78%

73 55 75%

4 3 75%

50,825 37,972 75%

1,627 1,198 74%

398 290 73%

251 179 71%

6,160 4,391 71%

2,806 1,991 71%

2,248 1,588 71%

35 24 69%

4,180 2,769 66%

60 39 65%

23,446 15,087 64%

7,692 4,803 62%

61 38 62%

358 223 62%

7,543 4,632 61%

750 456 61%

290 173 60%

2,449 1,449 59%

4,020 2,357 59%

15,064 8,689 58%

21,200 12,136 57%

7 4 57%

12,790 7,082 55%

1,824 968 53%

11,263 5,816 52%

2 1 50%

4,462 2,207 49%

4,716 2,300 49%

4,104 1,996 49%

11,023 4,766 43%

681 281 41%

2,555 1,047 41%

13,088 5,363 41%

1,267 505 40%

2,276 753 33%

82 26 32%

888 269 30%

8,462 2,487 29%

10,848 2,906 27%

638 169 26%

5,184 1,323 26%

10,656 2,307 22%

9,725 1,761 18%

27,638 4,933 18%

4,767 838 18%

110 17 15%

2,433 301 12%

16,156 1,958 12%

206 24 12%

4,524 475 10%

115 12 10%

20,235 1,443 7%

76 5 7%

4,040 246 6%

4,318 62 1%

680 0 0%

675 0 0%

1 0 0%

3 0 0%

69 0 0%

8,028 0 0%

2 0 0%

2 0 0%

1 0 0%

64 0 0%
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List of residential suppliers and percent of customers they have paying higher than the price-to-compare (PTC) as 
of February 2021. 
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List of residential suppliers and percent of customers they have paying higher than the price-to-compare (PTC) as 
of February 2021.  
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Table 2: Residential customers paying above the price-to-compare by region as of February 2021. 

 

 

 

Appendix B - Wall Street Journal Articles 

• Patterson, S. and McGinty, T. (2021). 'Deregulation Aimed to Lower Home-Power Bills. For Many, It 

Didn't.', The Wall Street Journal, 8 March. Available at: https://www.wsj.com/articles/electricity-

deregulation-utility-retail-energy-bills-11615213623. 

 

 

Deregulation Aimed 

to Lower Home-Power Bills. For Many, It Didn’t. - WSJ.pdf 
 

• McGinty, T. and Patterson, S. (2021). 'Texas Electric Bills Were $28 Billion Higher Under 

Deregulation', The Wall Street Journal, 24 February. Available at: 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-electric-bills-were-28-billion-higher-under-deregulation-

11614162780. 

 

Residential Customers 

Paying Above PTC

Low Income 

Shoppers

Central 37,403 10,860

Harrisburg 51,910 12,495

Lancaster 50,170 9,892

Lehigh 58,393 14,579

Northeast 39,614 10,637

Susquehanna 28,228 7,296
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Compare
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/electricity-deregulation-utility-retail-energy-bills-11615213623
https://www.wsj.com/articles/electricity-deregulation-utility-retail-energy-bills-11615213623
https://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-electric-bills-were-28-billion-higher-under-deregulation-11614162780
https://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-electric-bills-were-28-billion-higher-under-deregulation-11614162780
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Texas Electric Bills 

Were $28 Billion Higher Under Deregulation - WSJ.pdf 
 

Appendix C - Details of Customers Returning to Default Service 

• In 2019 we had 40,106 residential customers return to default in 2019 and never resume 

shopping.  

• In 2020 we had 27,113 residential customers return to default and never resume shopping.  

• As of end of February 2021, only 37% of our customers are choosing to shop. 

 

Appendix D - Summary of 2020 Customer Outreach on Shopping 
 

Table 3: Details of customer education pieces on shopping. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication Channel: Quantity: Topics:

Social Media Posts 

(represents individual posts 

across platforms)

75
Shopping for the best electricity supply rate, scams/deceptive marketing, 

Utility Scam Awareness Day

Blog Posts 2
Scam Prevention 101: https://stories.pplelectric.com/2020/11/13/scam-

prevention-101/

Be a savvy scam stopper - we can help: 

https://stories.pplelectric.com/2020/03/03/be-a-savvy-scam-stopper-we-

can-help/

Customer Emails 3 Scam Prevention 101

Scam Safety 

Price to Compare

Articles in Connect (customer 

newsletter)
3 Ask Meg: Robo Calls

Shop Smart: Price to compare decreases June 1

We want to help you save: Check the price of your electricity supply rate

News Releases/Media 2
Utility Scam Awareness Day: https://pplweb.mediaroom.com/news-

releases?item=137662

National Consumer Protection Week - PPL warns of utility scams: 

https://pplweb.mediaroom.com/news-releases?item=137605

Total Communications 85
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Samples of Communications: 

 

 
 

 

PPL Electric Utilities
Nov 20,2020

Don't become a scam victim. Refuse to
be rushed,pause & verify.#stopscams
0 http://ow.ly/660650CpcN6

$ PPL Electric Utilities
Nov 10,2020

Savingmoney is important to you.
That’s why it’s important to us.Here’s
how you can save money by shopping
for the best energy supply rate:
pplelectric.com/shopsmart
Read more

PPL Electric Utilities
Dec 15,2020

Beware of phone #scams.We never ask
or require customers to purchase
prepaid debit cards to avoid a service
cut.http://ow.ly/sbOT50CFIkP

Scam prevention 101- PPL Stories
ow.ly

Ask Meg
Question
I keep getting robocalls from people saying they're PPL and asking me to switch my electricity supplier. Are these calls legitimate?

Answer
No, these are scam calls, and they're happening more and more.Remember that PPL delivers your electricity, but we don't generate it. In
Pennsylvania, you can choose your electricity supplier. Some of these suppliers use creative, yet deceitful, tactics to get you to switch to them.
Then, they may charge more than you're paying currently. PPL never markets or sells supplier services. Never provide your personal
information over the phone when someone calls you. even if the number on your caller ID looks like PPL's.

We want to help you save:
Make sure you check the price of your electricity supply.
At PPL Electric Utilities, we deliver electricity to your home, but we don't own or operate the power plants where that electricity is generated. Electric suppliers handle that part
of the process,and in Pennsylvania you can shop for the supplier that offers the service and price that is right for you.
If you don't shop for a supplier, you automatically receive PPL’s default service. This is the rate available to all customers who choose not to shop. We'll buy the power for you
(at market rate) and pass on the cost without profit to us.
Shopping for electricity can save you money:but,you need to be a smart shopper and stay on top of your rate.

We ran some recent numbers and found that 54 percent of our residential customers who shop for their electricity supply - that’s more than a quarter million people - are
paying a supply rate higher than PPL's Price to Compare (the rate for our default service).

There are legitimate reasons why you would pay a rate higher than the Price to Compare. For example, you might want to choose a supply source (renewables vs. other
sources) that aligns with your values.
It's also possible that you may be paying more because you haven't compared rates recently.
Times are tough,and it's important to save money wherever you can.

That’s why we're urging all of our customers to check the price you're paying for your electricity supply to make sure you aren't paying too much. It’s easy to shop around, and
you may find a supplier that offers a better rate or better service, or you can purchase default supply from PPL.

Here are a few tips to help you shop smart:

• If you decide to switch suppliers, check your current contract so you're not surprised by any early termination fees.
• Some suppliers charge variable rates. Remember that variable rates can change — and could go much higher — over time.If you choose a supplier that offers a variable

rate,be sure to check your rate often.
• Pay attention to the length of the contract.Do you prefer a short- or long-term contract?
• Install window treatments -Energy-efficient window treatments or coverings - such as blinds, shades and films - do more than improve the look of your home. They

also slash heat gain when temperatures rise, reducing your energy costs.
• Make it a point to check your rate often and compare suppliers so you always know you're getting the best deal.

For complete information on shopping for an electricity supplier - including instructions on how to confirm your current rate - visit pplelectric.com/shoppina.


